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Abstract. This is a continuation of [39]. There, general convergence theory was
discussed both for function decomposition and for space decomposition. Here, wc
are going to use the developed methods to solve partial differential equations and
variational inequalities. With the applications, wc show that the splitting meth
ods are ways to decompose a function of a minimization. By regarding domain
decomposition as ways of function decomposition or space decomposition, wc can
get some preconditioned domain decomposition methods. Wc demonstrate by the
applications that the methods of [39] can be used for linear problems as well as for
nonlinear problems.
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§ 1. Introduction
In paper [39], wc have proved tne convergence of some algorithms involving

a general function decomposition or a general space decomposition for a convex
programming problem. Here wc are going to apply them to some specific partial
differential equations and variational inequalities. Our methods can treat linear
problems as well as nonlinear problems.

Before wc go to the applications, wc first recall the basic results of [39]. The
algorithms in [39] are proposed for the minimization problem

(i.i)

where, K is a closed convex subset in a Hilbert space V , and the function F is
convex. Wc can reduce problem (1.1) into a number of simpler problems and solve
them in parallel if either the function F can be decomposed into the sum of convex
functions or the space V can be decomposed into the sum of subspaces.

If the function F can be decomposed into the sum of convex functions, wc need
the following assumptions to use our proposed algorithms:

(Fl). V is a Hilbert space and there exist Hilbert spaces Vi, i = 1,2, •• • ,m such
that

(F2). F : V i— R is a convex, lower-semicontinous function in V and there exist
convex, lower-semicontinous functions Fi :Vi «-» Rin Vi, i = 1,2, ••• ,m
such that

(F3). Kis a closed convex subset of V. There exist closed, convex subsets
Xi C Vi, i = 1, 2, ••• ,m such that

(1.4)

(F4). There exists a Hilbert space H such that

(1.5)

Different algorithms were developed for minimization (1.1) under the above
assumptions. The algorithms not only reduce problem (1.1) into a sequence of
simpler problems and solve them in parallel, but also offer us different ways in
dealing with the constraints K and Xi, i = 1,2, ••• ,m. To prove convergence of
these algorithms, wc need the following properties of the functions:

(F5). For each i, Fi is differentiable in Vi; C H and for any M > 0, there exists
8M : [O,2M] t-* R+ , which is continuous, strictly increasing and satisfies
SM {O) = 0 such that

mmF{v) ,

m
V = f| Vt . (1.2)

I=l

m
F(v) = Y,Fi(v), VveV. (1.3)i=l

m
K=f)Ki .t=l

V C V, CH, i = 1,2, - - - ,m .

(F/(Ul ) - i*(u2 ))U, - u 2) H > - u2 || H)
VUI ,u2 €Vi, ||ui||h,lMlh<M.
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(F6).

(1.7)

If each Fl is coercive, explicit error estimates are given for the proposed algorithms.
For the convergence of algorithms of §3.7 of [39], wc need slightly different condi
tions than {F5)-{F6) to have the convergence. These are assumptions {Fs')-{F6')
in [39].

If wc do not split the function F of problem (1.1), but wc split the space V,
then wc also can reduce (1.1) to a number of simpler problems and use parallel
processors. In this case, wc need to assume:

(Sl). Vis a Hilbert space and there exist Hilbert spaces Vi, t = 1, 2, ••• , m such
that

(S2). Kis a closed convex subset in V. There exist closed and convex subsets
Xi of Vi, i = 1,2, ••• , m such that

(1.9)

(S3). F{v) is uniformly convex and differentiable in V.

Under these assumptions, let us consider the minimization

(1.10)

It is simple to observe that if {ur,u2 , • • -um ) is the minimizer of (1.10), then
u = Ui ls e niinimizer of (1.1). Problem (1.10) is a minimization problem
in a tensor product space. Wc are going to use the Gauss-Seidel method and the
under-relaxation Jacobi method to solve it. Convergence for them was proved
under the conditions

(S4)

(1.11)

(S5). There are constants Co, Cr such that

C„ (1.12)

and

(1.13)

!iim ii* ii* =+OG t i = 1,2,---,m.
IKIUf-+oo ||U,-||H

V = Yr + V2 -r----rVm . (1.8)

K=Kr-r K 2+••• + Km .

min F{vr +v2-\ r vm ) .

F(v)
hm „ „ = +00 .

||v||v-+oo ||v||v-

m m
EHIv^EINIV, VviGVi, « = 1,2,--,mi=l t=l

IVv e V, 3vi 6 Vi,i = 1,2, • • • ,ra such that

m m

y>=»airiyj|M|?r<Ci|M|?r.
t=l i=l
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Condition (55) is always satisfied for the commonly used overlapping domain
decomposition, see [9]-[ll], [25]-[27], etc. For the case when F' is Lipschitz
continuous and coercive, explicit error estimates were obtained in [39]

For space decomposition methods it is sufficient to assume that the spaces V and
Vi, i = 1,2, •• • , m are just reflexive Banach spaces. For function decomposition
methods, the results can also be extended to certain cases when V and Vi, i =
1,2, •• • , m are reflexive Banach spaces, see Remark 3.7.4 of [39].

In the following applications, we will use the standard notations for Sobolev
spaces and for finite element methods. For a domain il C R d, dis always the
dimension, dil its boundary and we will denote its unit outer normal vector by

d

»j-i.

Notations Di — S-, D? = -5-7, etc, will be used. -jr- denotes the outer normal* axi ' * oxf ' ' on
derivative on dil. For a given Hilbert space H, an operator A : Dom(A) C H *-* H
is coercive if 3a > 0 such that

{Aur — Au2 , ur — u2 ) H > a\\ur —u 2

We call Fi locally uniformly convex if (F5) is satisfied.

§ 2. Applications to splitting methods

§2.1. A PARALLEL SPLITTING METHOD FROM A PENALIZATION METHOD

In papers by Lu, Neittaanmaki ar?d Tai [30], [31], Lions and Temam [28, p.206]
and Bensoussan, Lions and Temam [I], some parallel splitting methods were stud
ied. They use different approaches. Here we will show that these methods coincide
with the parallel penalization method when applied to elliptic problems that can
be regarded as minimization problems.

We consider an elliptic problem (linear or nonlinear)

(2.1.1)

and we assume that this equation is derived from the minimization problem

(2.1.2)

Here H is a Hilbert space, F is a convex function

(2.1.3)

and A is its differential in H
Now, if F can be split as

(2.1.4)

n = (nr,n2,'" ,nd) , J^i=i

Au = 0

min F(v) .v£H

F : D{F) CH^R

d
F(v) = Y,Fi(v), VveD(F),t=l
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and

(2.1.5)

has a differential Ai in H, then (2.1.1) is equivalent to

(2.1.6)

Wc assume that Dom(F) and Dom(Fi), t = 1,2, — , m are Hilbert spaces and

If each Fi is locally uniformly convex and wc take

then conditions (Fl) — (F6) are satisfied. Using algorithm 3.3.1 of [39], wc will
find

Algorithm 2.1.1.

Step 1. Choose an initial value u° e H and a parameter r large enough.
Step 2. For n > 1, find u" e D{Fi) from the following problem in parallel for

(2.1.7)

This is equivalent to finding u" e Dom{Fi) such that

(2.1.8)

Step 3. Set

(2.1.9)

and go to the next iteration.

By defining r = -, wc can see that this is exactly the algorithm studied in
Lv, Neittaanmaki and Tai [30], [31]. The convergence is proved in [30] under the
assumption that each Ai is coercive.

Remark 2.1.1. As wc see from [39], the local uniform convexity of Fi is very im
portant in getting the convergence for algorithm 3.4.1 of [39]. The same is true for
the penalization methods. This restricts the applications of these methods mostly
to Dirichlet boundary conditions. When, for example, the Neumann boundary
condition is used, an integration by parts for a differential operator will produce a

Fi :D{Fi)cH^R

rf
= 0

»=i

rf

Dom(F)= P|Dom(Fi) .
t=i

K = V = Dom(F), Xi = Vi = Dom(Fi), i = 1,2---d,

i = 1,2, • * • ,d:

A, (*<"> + s"« -«""-)

n - u n ) -r Aiu n = 0

t=i
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boundary term. This term destroys the ellipticity of the differential operator and
therefore destroys the convergence of the algorithms.

To see it clearly, let us take equations

(2.1.10)

(2.1.11)

(2.1.12)

If the Dirichlet boundary condition (2.1.11) is enforced, then we can take

(2.1.13)

(2.1.14)

(2.1.15)

(2.1.16)

and Fl{vi) is coercive in H = L2 {il) for Vi e Vi. Thus, we can use algorithm 2.1.1.
If the Neumann boundary condition (2.1.12) is enforced, we need to define

(2.1.17)

It can be easily checked that for v\, v2 € Vi

(F/(Vl )-F/(V2 ), Vl - V2 )H
(2.1.18)

which can even be negative. In order to avoid this, we may define the spaces in
another way, i.e.

(2.1.19)

(2.1.20)

(2.1.21)

and use the same definitions (2.1. 15)-(2. 1.16), we will get that F- is coercive for
Vi e Vi, but now

rf

V # f| Vii , (2.1.22)

rf
-J2(Dh-fi) = 0 mil,»=i
u= 0 on dil ,
du

or tt— =0 on dildn

V = H0l {il), H = L2 {il),

Vi = {v\ v, Div e L2 {il) , v\ dn =0} ,

W- J (\\r>M3 - fiA dx

r i i
F(v)= / -J^i-Dlv - fi)  vdx ,Ja i^i 2

Fi(v) = f -(\D]v - fi)  vdx .

= / \Di(vr - v 2)\ 2 dx - / Di{vi - v 2) • (vi - v2 )riids ,Jn Jan

V = {v\ ve H2 {il), -^- = 0 on dil} ,dn
Vi = {v\ v, Div, D2 v e L2 {il), Div =0 on dil} ,

H = L2 {il)

I=l
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so wc cannot get the convergence. Some numerical tests have been carried out
using the penalization methods. The numerical tests show that for the Neumann
boundary condition, if DiU oon dil i = 1,2, ••• ,d, then wc can only have

||en - en \\ H -* 0, but not ||en ||# -* 0. If DiU =0 on dil, then u e f]di=l Vi and
the numerical results show a first order of convergence for parabolic problems with
step size r = r-1 .

Remark 2.1.2. The parallel splitting does not mean that wc can only use d pro
cessors. In the dimensional splitting case, each subproblem is again a series of
independent one dimensional problems, see Tai and Neittaanmaki [40], and they
can be computed again by parallel processors. If wc solve each subproblem by L
processors, then wc need d x L processors totally.

§2.2. THE ALTERNATING DIRECTION METHOD
AND THE LOCAL ONE DIMENSIONAL METHOD

The relationship between the alternating direction method and the augmented
Lagrangian method has been discussed in the book by Glowinski and Le Tallec
[16, p. 89]. Here wc will show that a small change in the penalization function of
the last section will give us the local one dimensional method. Moreover such a
small change also turns the splitting method from a parallel one to a sequential
one, which means the fractional steps are not independent, but must be solved
one after another.

If (2.1.4) is true and V = Dom(F), Vi = Dom(Fj) are Hilbert spaces, wc can
see that the minimization problem (2.1.2) is equivalent to solving

rf

Fi{Vi ) . (2.2.1)mm
vieVi,v€V~r.:

Wc put constraints Vi =v, i = 1,2, ••• ,d as penalization terms into the cost
function and consider

rf rf

It was proved in §3 of [39] that the minimizer of (2.2.2) converges to the minimizer
of (2.2.1) as r —> 00. Algorithm 2.1.1 is an iterative method for minimization
(2.2.2). It is simple to observe that (2.2.1) can also be written as

rf

Fi(vi) . (2.2.3)

Instead of (2.2.2), if wc put

as penalization terms into the cost function, i.e. if wc define the penalization
function as

rf rf

and use the Gauss-Seidel method to minimize this function, wc will get the fol
lowing algorithm

 **£*(*> +53 Eii*-* • (2- 2- 2)L »=1 t=l J

min >

Vi =V2= --=Vm * X

Vi-r =Vi , i = 2,--d (2.2.4)

E F-w +h E li"'-» - "'Uh (2-2 - 5 )t=l t=2
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Algorithm 2.2.1.

Step 1. Choose initial values u° e D{F).
Step 2. For n> 0, set u n+l =un ,un = u n ~ l and find u? e Dom(Fi) sequentially

(2.2.6)

Step 3. Go to the next iteration.

If we take r = -, this is the well-known local one dimensional method, see
Yanenko [44] and Marchuk [34] . Its convergence can be proved as in the proof of
the convergence of the penalization method, see [39].

§2.3. The augmented parallel splitting method

The splitting and parallel splitting methods derived from penalization methods
introduce splitting errors. The accuracy depends on the parameter r. For fixed
r, if the iteration number n is getting large, the error may increase. The splitting
method derived from the augmented Lagrangian method does not have this draw
back. The computed solution will become more and more accurate if more and
more steps of iterations are performed.

We apply Algorithm 3.5.1 of [39] to equation (2.1.6). We will have

Algorithm 2.3.1.

Step 1. Choose initial values Aj € H, and uj e D{Fi), i = 1,2, •• • ,d.
Step 2. For n > 1, set

(2.3.1)

(2.3.2)

Step 4. Update the multipliers as

(2.3.3)

and go to the next iteration.

The bulk of computation is in step 3, but they can be done in parallel for
different i. Step 2 and Step 4 are only arithmetic averages. This algorithm is as
easy and as quick as the algorithms of §2.1-2.2, but it is free of splitting errors.
For its convergence, we need not to take r —> 00. For any r > 0, if 0 < p < 1 y 5 r,
then u n — u.

for i = 1,2, • • • , d by solving

2«-<-i) + Ai< = o

t=l t=l

Step 3. Find u n e D{Fi) in parallel for i = 1,2, • •• ,d such that

a d

A? = Ar1 +P«- W)
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§2.4. A PARALLEL SPLITTING METHOD
FOR GENERAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Consider the elliptic equation

(2.4.1)

with boundary conditions

(2.4.2)

(2.4.3)

Above, o<ei < di{x) <c 2 < 00, i = 1,2, ••• ,d, c{x) >0, b(x) > 0 and
Fi U 1~2 = dil. Moreover, there exists c$ > 0 such that c{x) > c$ or b{x) > C3.
If r2 = 0, then this is the Dirichlet boundary condition. If Ti =0 and 6 = 0,
then this is the Neumann boundary condition; if b > 0 , this is the third boundary
condition. The following approach can deal with all these boundary conditions.

Let's define

(2.4.4)

V" is a Hilbert space with the usual ff1 -norm and inner product. If Ti 0, then
the corresponding seminorm is a norm. If Ti = 0, then V = Hl^). If Ti = dil,
then V = Hi.

It is generally difficult to use splitting methods for Neumann boundary con
ditions, see Remark 2.1.1 and Marchuk and Kuznetsov [35]. For more general
boundary conditions, it is even more difficult. In the following, wc will see that if
wc use Algorithm 3.7.1 of [39], wc will get a parallel splitting method which has
a natura! preconditioner in the discrete case and is convergent for (2.4.1)-(2.4.3).

Now, let us specify the functions and spaces. Assume / and c can be split as

(2.4.6)

then, wc can define

Vi- = {v\ v, Div e L2 {il), v\Tl = o}, Xi =Vi , (2.4.7)

rf

y^ Di{di{x)Diu) -r c{x)u = f{x) in il CRd
t=i

u= 0 on Ti C dil ,
rf

> di{x)Diuni -f 6(a:)u = 0 on T2C5O .
i=i

V = {v\ v € Hl (il), v= 0 on Ti},

F{v) =-/ (V di\D{ v\ 2 + cv2 )dx - f fvdx +- / bv2 ds .
2Ja l^i Jil 2 Jt* (2.4.5)

rf rf

i=l »=1

Fi(v) =- f {di\Div\2 -r CiV2 )dx - f fivdx-r- f bn2 v 2 ds .
2 Jo Jo z Jr2 (2.4.8)
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Space Vi is equipped with the inner product

(2.4.9)

(2.4.10)

With these definitions, Fi is not differentiable in L2 {il) because of the boundary
term. However, we will show that F, is differentiable in Vi, and F/ : Vi h-> Vi is
coercive.

For any v € Vi, let <f>i{v) — F[{v) e Vi. By definition, see [39, §2], it means that

(2.4.11)

(2.4.12)

(2.4.13)

Following the proof of Theorem 1.1 of Tai and Neittaanmaki [40], we can proveC piUUI Ui XllCUieiU I.X Ui ±<X1cUIU lNClLiamilllc
rists one and only one <f>i satisfying (2.4.13). Tr.

' —D2 <f>i + 4>i = —Di{diDiv) + Civ —fi in il

< Di<f>i = diDiV — bniv on r 2,

k </>i = 0 on Ti .

that there exists one and only one <j>i satisfying (2.4.13). This <j>i is the solution of

(2.4.14)

To show the coercivity of F/ : Vi •— Vi, we need to prove that there exists a > 0
such that

{Fl{vr)-Fl{v2 ), Vl - v2 ) Vi > a\\vx - v2 \\ 2V{ . (2.4.15)

Writing v=vr — v2 , we can get from (2.4.12) that

{F[{vr) - F[{v2 ),vr - v2 ) Vi

(2.4.16)

{u,v)Vi = (u,v)L2(Q) + {DiU,Div)L2(n) .

As 2saci n? = 1 on SQ, it is true that

i=i

V=f]Vi.I=l

r Fi{v-rtw)-Fi{v)hm = ((pi, w) Vi , Vu; 6Vi .

It is easy to check that

lim Fi{v-rtw)-Fj(v)
t-+o+ t

= / {diDivDiW -{- Civw — fiw)dx + / bn 2 vwds
Jo, Jr 2

It follows from (2.4.11) and (2.4.12) that <f>i should satisfy

f {a,Di YDV DiW + ciVW -fiW )dX+ f bn^ds
Jq Jr 2

= / {Di<f>iDiW + <t>iw)dx , Vu; €Vi .
Jn

= / {di\Div\ 2 + av2 )dx + / bn2 v 2 ds
Jq Jr 2

>min(aj,Ci)||v||v-
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This proves (2.4.15).
Therefore, the conditions of Theorem 3.7.1 of [39] are fulfilled and algorithm

3.7.1 and algorithm 3.7.2 of [39] are convergent. To use algorithm 3.7.1, in step 2
wc need to find u n e V such that

(2.4.17)

In step 3we need to find u" €Vi in parallel for i = 1, 2, ••• , d such that

(2.4.18)

Step 4is just the updating of the multipliers: choose 0< pn <2r and set

(2.4.19)

To write them in a

(2.4.20)

where

(2.4.21)

(2.4.22)

and equation

(2.4.23)

(Vun , Vy)L2 (fi) -f (u,u)_2 (n)
(f

= J^KA-Mf, A-»)l»(0) + (w?, v) L2 m ]t=i
1 i

+ - EKjDiA""1 .A«)i»(n) + (A?-\ »)£*(«)] , Vt> €V .»=1

(aiDiU*,DiVi)L*(Q) +(ciu?,Vi)L 2 W + (&**?"?, t>i)L2 (r2 )

+r- [(Di(u? - u n ), DiVi)L2 {a) + (u? - un , vi)L 2 {a) ]

=(/,^)L2 (fi) - \ [(A-A?-1 , DiVi)LHQ) +(A?"1 ,»«)l«(0)] ,
Vi;,- € Vi .

A? = A?"1 + pn(u? - Un ) ,i =1,2,•• • ,d .

partial differential form, equation (2.4.17) is

I-Aun +un =hn in il ,

u n = 0 on Ti ,

-dn~= g °nr2 '

h» = _>d?< + u?) + - JTi-Dixr1 + A^- 1 ) ,i=l *=1
i ,

g n = Y,(Di<m + -DiX^rii)i=i

(2.4.18) is

-d [-D2i{u» - u n ) +u? - u n ] - Di{aiDiU?) + ctu?

= fi-\(K~1 -D2i Xr1 ) mO,
u? = 0 on Ti ,

a,Au? + *>m< +_AW - u n ) + -AA?" 1 = 0 on T 2 .a a
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For each i, (2.4.23) is a series of independent one dimensional problems, which can
be solved using one dimensional methods in parallel, see Tai and Neittaanmåki
[40] and Tai [38]. In the discrete case, equation (2.4.23) has a preconditioner
(I -Di2 )- 1 .

If wc multiply the boundary condition of (2.4.23) on T 2 by ni and sum up for
i = 1, 2, •••, d, wc will find that

(2.4.24)
From the definition of g n in (2.4.22), this means that

(2.4.25)

From this, wc see that to solve equation (2.4.20) is to project an element from
n»=i V* *° *ne diagonal subspace T^ and this projection enforces the condition
(2.4.25) to be valid on T 2.

Algorithm 2.4.1.

Step 1. Choose initial values Aj € Vi, i = 1,2, •• • , d, then for n> 1,
Step 2. solve u n e V such that it satisßes (2.4.20).
Step 3. Solve u" GVi in parallel for i = 1, 2, ••• , d such that it satisfies (2.4.23).
Step 4. Update the multipliers as in (2.4.19) and go to step 2.

This algorithm is efficient only if wc have a fast solver for (2.4.20). From
Theorem 3.7.1, the convergence for this algorithm is not only in L2 {il), but in the
norms of V and Vi, i.e.

(2.4.26)

(2.4.27)

For this algorithm, wc get both inner and outer iteration preconditioners by
paying the effort to solve (2.4.20) in each iteration.

The above algorithm can also be generalized for the more general eUiptic equa
tion

(2.4.28)

Y^aiDiU^m + 6,n?u?) + - ]T(Au>i -f -AA?-1^) --—=0 on T 2
t=i t=i

]r(a,Au?n; + btn2 u?) +-^ - =°on r 2 •»=i

But in (2.4.20) wc have = g n , thus

d d

aiu?m + 6n2 u? = 0
t=i t'=i

\ u ? ~ u \\vi ~~* 0 » n— oo, Vi ,

|un — u\\y —* , Tl — oo .

d d

2_] 2_] Di{aij{x, u)Dju) + c(x, u)u = f{x, u, Vu) in il CRd ,
i=i i=i
u= 0 on Ti C dil ,

d

2_\ aij{x,u)Djuni + b{x,u)u = g{x,u) on T 2 C dil .
i,J=l
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Wc assume

Wc do not specify the other assumptions on the functions
Lefs first assume (2.4.28) is a linear elliptic equation, i.e. the functions a,ij,c, /, 6

and g are independent of u and only depend on x. A selfadjoint elliptic equation
is equivalent to a minimization problem. This means that (2.4.28) can be solved
by

min F(v) . (2.4.30)
veHx (Q)

Above

(2.4.31)
If wc split b, c, f, and g as

(2.4.32)

and define

(2.4.33)

(2.4.34)

then

(2 «i

Fij(v,v), VveH^il) . (2.4.35)

Wc can use the augmented Lagrangian method to turn (2.4.30) into a minimization
problem in a tensor product space. Let us define Vi as the same as in (2.4.7), i.e.

(2.4.36)

and define X as

(2.4.37)

Wc can see that

(2.4.38)

(2.4.39)

a,ij(x,u) = aji(x,u) , Vi,j,Vx,u . (2.4.29)

Hrx =o

F(v) -- l (S^y^dijDivDjV + :v2 )dx - / fvdx +- / bv2 ds - / gvds .
2 Jn i^ij^r Jo 2 JT2 JT2

d d d d

t=l x=l i=l i=l

Fu{v,v) =- / {du\Div\2 -rCiV2 )dx -- / fivdx4 Jn * Jn

-\- - / bn2 v2 ds -- I givds ,
4 ./r 2 l Jr 2

Fij{vi,Vj) = - / dijDiViDjVjdx , i 7^i ,* ./fi

F(v) =
=1 i=l

Vi = {v\ v,DiV e L2 (il), u=o on Ti} .

d

X = IJVj = {(t_,t_,..- ,t_)| vieVi, i = 1,2,... ,d}.i=l

Fu : Vi x Vi t-* R ,

Fij :VixVj*-*R
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are well defined. Define

(2.4.40)

Wc see that (2.4.30) is the same as

(2.4.41)

Define the augmented Lagrangian function for J as

(2.4.42)

For known un , A? ,i = 1, 2, •••,dy if wc use the Gauss-Seidel method to minimize

(2.4.43)

wc will get a sequential splitting method. If wc use the Jacobi method, wc will get
a parallel one. The extension to general nonlinear equation (2.4.28) is to combine
the above procedure with the following linearization

( dd

(2.4.44)
Such a linearization approach has been used in literaturer see Douglas and Dupont
[6], Hayes [18], [19], [20], Douglas, Dupont and Percel [7], Hlavåcek, Kfizek and
Maly [21] etc. The convergence can be proved under certain conditions. As the
convergence does not follow from the analysis of §3, wc may report on it in a later
paper.

Remark 2.4-1- The finite element method is flexible in dealing with general bound
ary conditions on complex geometry. In the literature, there are some papers that
try first to discretize the equation (2.4.28) by the linear finite element method

d
Jr(v,Vi,iii) = J(vi,v2 ,--- ,vd ) +-3 V,|K -u||vi

1 d

i=l

d

Jr{u\vi ,\r1 ) = J(vi,v2 ,..-,vd )-r2J2hi - un \\vi»'=i

+ i _>,-«-,Ar1 )v,,i=l

X]T Di{dij{x, u n )DjUn+l ) -r c{x, u n )un+l = f{x, un , Vun ) in il ,
t=l j=l

un+l =oon Tr
d

X aij(x,un)DjUn+lm + b{x,un )un+l = g(x,un ) on T 2
i,j=l
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and then split the matrices in some way. In Marchuk and Kuzin [36], the linear
finite element method is used first and then the matrices are split into four parts,
actually in four directions. In Hayes [18], [19], [20], the finite element patch ap
proximation method is used, which first discretizes a domain il into triangular or
polyhedral elements, then there exists a mapping which transforms each element
to a triangle or a rectangle. The union of these triangles and rectangles can be,
for example, a unit square. If wc use the dimensional splitting in the unit squaxe
and use patch approximations, it corresponds to alternating along curved element
boundaries in the original complex region.

For special boundary conditions, there exist some methods. In Fryjazinov [13], a
method to deal with the third boundary condition was proposed. The convergence
is of half order with the penalization parameter r. In Dryja [B], a linear finite
element method was studied for the third boundary condition.

If the domain il is the union of rectangles, the boundary conditions are easy
to deal with. In the literature, there are many papers that consider the splitting
methods in rectangular domains. Tf the domain is a general domain, but only
with the Dirichlet boundary condition, then it is also easy to use the splitting
methods. In fact, in the literature, most of the papers deal with Dirichlet boundary
conditions. If the Dirichlet boundary conditions depend on time, special care
should be tåken, see [44], and [22], [37].

§2.5. Applications to variational inequalities

As one example of
obstacle problem

, wc will use algorithm 3.6.1 of [39] to solve the

(2.5.1)

see Ciarlet [4, p.289] for specific assumptions on the functions. Wc split / as

(2.5.2)

and define the functions F, Fi as

Spaces V , H and Vi are tåken as the same as in (2.1.13), (2.1.14). If wc take

then the conditions (F1)-(F7) are satisfied. Wc use algorithm 3.6.1 of [39] with
step 2 and step 3 decoupled for (2.5.1). This gives

application, we will use algorithrr

I -Au =/ in il CRd ,

u ><f> in il ,

u =0 and <f> < 0 on 5a ,

/ = £/.
i=i

F(v) = J(±\Vv\2 - fy) dx ,

Fi{v) = j (j\DM2 -fA dx .

K = {v\ ve Ho\il), v><j> a.e. in il}, K{ =K, Vi,
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Algorithm 2.5.1.

Step 1. Choose initial values Aj _ L2{il), uj €Vi for i = 1, 2, •• • , cf.
Step 2. For n > 1, set

(2.5.3)

(2.5.4)

Step 4 Update multipliers and go to the next iteration

(2.5.5)

Above, step 2 is the projection from L2 {il) to the constraint set K. The operator
"max" is in the distribution sense. In step 3, (2.5.4) is an independent two point
boundary problem with a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition in every
line in the Xj-direction. Each one dimensional problem is as simple as a Laplace
equation. They can be solved by parallel processors, see Tai [38]. Equation (2.5.4)
does not have a preconditioner like equation (2.4.23), because the penalization here
is done in the space L2 {il).

§ 3. Applications to nonoverlapping
domain decomposition

§3.1. Introduction

A given energy function over a domain il can always be decomposed into the
sum of the energies over the subdomains, regardless of whether the minimization
of the energy function leads to linear or nonlinear problems. Let us take the
minimization problem

min / L(v)dx . (3.1.1)

If L is differentiable in V, minimization (3.1.1) is equivalent to solving

(3.1.2)

If we partition the domain into nonoverlapping subdomains ili, i = 1,2, • • • ,m,

(3.1.3)

then

h{v)dx . (3.1.4)

u» = maX(^l_^ur1 + 1 )I=l I=l

Step 3. Find u" cVi in parallel for i = 1, 2, ••• , d such that

jj(«? - «-) - p?«r = - 1

A? = A?"1 + *.(«f - U")

L'(u) =0 , ve v .

m
a= (J a< , a, na;= ø , i j ,i=i

/ L{v)dx = jr /
Ju i^\J^
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By choosing suitable spaces, the problem will fit into the theory wc studied in §3
of [39]. Therefore, wc can reduce (3.1.1) to smaller size problems and use parallel
methods to solve it. In the following sections, wc will use a specific mapping
L. In §3.2, by applying the projection multipliers method of §3.7 of [39] to a
linear elliptic equation, wc get a pjeconditioned parallel domain decomposition
method. This method needs to solve an equation like the Laplace equation in
each step. In §3.4, wc transform the solving of a partial differential equation into
a minimization problem of functions on the interfaces, and thus get a parallel,
but not preconditioned, domain decomposition. The method is neat and easy to
implement. Applications to nonlinear and variational problems are also discussed
in §3.2 and §3.3.

§3.2. Parallel preconditioned domain decomposition method

Lefs solve the elliptic linear equation

(3.2.1)

More general boundary conditions can also be considered, see Remark 3.2.2. As
usual, wc assume

(3.2.2)

(3.2.3)

c e L°°{ii), (3.2.4)

For simplicity, wc use the notations

(3.2.5)

By = —Av + v . (3.2.6)

Wc partition the domain il into nonoverlapping subdomains ilk, k = 1,2, •• • ,m.
Wc use

to denote the unit outer normal vector of dilk and use

(3.2.8)

(3.2.9)

>oive tne elliptic linear equation

Id d

- i dij (x)Dju) + c{x)u = f{x) in il CRd
i=i j=i

u — 0 on dil .

dij e L°°(il),dij — dji, Vi,j.
dd d

_*3 Z_3 aiAX)dij Cl _*3 in
I=l J=l I=l

c > 0 in il

d d
Av = — 2_] /3 Di(dijDjv) + cv ,

i=l 3=l

n* = (n*,n*,.-. ,n{) (3.2.7)

gr = E «y^™.- •
t,J=l

du v—v jL , du du
7TT = / Divni , and - , = -r—r
dn k f-* dnk dn*I=l #
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to denote the normal derivatives.

With assumptions (3.2.2)-(3.2.4), the elliptic equation is a minimization prob
lem

(3.2.10)

where

(3.2.12)

with inner product

(3.2.13)

It is clear that F{v) is also well defined over H .
Wc regard Hq(H) as a constraint set in H, i.e. define

(3.2.14)

and write (3.2.10) as
minF(u) , XC V . (3.2.15)

If wc use the project multipliers method Algorithm 3.7.3 of [39] (with step 2 and
step 3 decoupled) for (3.2.15), wc will get the following algorithm

Algorithm 3.2.1.

Step 1. Choose initial values A° € H and u* e H.
Step 2. For n> 1, solve un e H%(SI) from

(3.2.16)

(3.2.17)

Find un+^ e Hl (Qk) in parallel in each of the subdomains ilk,kStep 3

(3.2.18)

Step 4. Update the multiplier and go to the next iteration:

(3.2.19)

min F{v) ,
»€HJ(JI)

F(u) = / -zl^Y^aijDivDjV-rcvAdx- f fvdx . (3.2.11)
k=1 Un k 2 \ i=lj=l J Juk J

Let us define
H = {v\ veHl^), ife = 1,2,-.. ,m}

m
(w,u)ff = Hi(fi fe )

I=l

V= H, K = Hl{il)

m

(u",v)HHu) = E(u""* + *""1 .«)h»(0,), Vu € ff0l (fi) .
I=l

which can be informally written as

f Bu n = Bu nS + -B\n ~ l in il ,

( u n = 0 on dil .

rma u  2 t n \}ik) m paraiiei m eacn 01 me si
1, 2, ••• , m from the following equation

' rB(u n+* - u n ) + Aun+ * =/ - BA"" 1 in ilk ,

< dun+s dA"" 1 d{un+ * - un ) n
-KJT + "air- + r a k "= ° on æ*

k onKA on^ on^

A n = A"" 1 + p(u n+% - un )
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Wc can see that (3.2.16) is a simple equation. Wc should use an efficient fast
solver to solve it. Let us notice that (3.2.18) is preconditioned by B~l . In the
discrete case, the convergence of the computed solution of the algorithm to the
true solution should be independent of the mesh sizes used for each subdomain
and the mesh size used for (3.2.16). The convergence of this algorithm is also
independent of the number of the subdomains.

In (3.2.17), functions u n and An_l are only piecewise iiZ^-functions, so Bun
and J3A"- produce 8 functions along the interfaces. In an actual computation,
wc should use (3.2.16) to form the algebraic equations.

In order to guarantee the convergence, wc need to know that F' is coercive in
H. This can be checked similarly as in (2.4.11)-(2.4.16) of §2.4

Remark 3.2.1. Wc may see that this method can also be extended to some mono
tone nonlinear and variational problems which can be regarded as a minimization
problem.

If wc are solving a nonlinear problem, step 2 and step 4 are the same as in
algorithm 3.2.1, while in step 3, wc need to solve a preconditioned nonlinear

problem in each subdomain in parallel. If the problem is extremely nonlinear, wc
can choose each subdomain to be a single element. Then the unknowns are very
few and can be solved easier than when dealing with a lot of unknowns. Wc see
from Theorem 3.7.2 that the convergence to the true solution does not depend on
the number of the subdomains, because in Algorithm 3.7.3, the function is not
split into the sum of functions.

In solving a variational inequality, (3.2.16) should be solved in a constraint set
and all the other steps are the same. So the parallel problems in each subdomain
are without constraints.

Remark 3.2.2. There is no difficulty in extending this method to general boundary
conditions. For example, if wc are solving (3.2.1) with general boundary conditions
(2.4.2)-(2.4.3), then wc should solve (3.2.16) with boundary conditions

(3.2.20)

(3.2.21)

and for a subdomain ilk-, if dilk F\T2 0, then the boundary condition of (3.2.18)
on dajt fl T2should be replaced by (2.4.3).

§ 3.3. Parallel preconditioned domain
decomposition method for nonlinear problems

In this section, wc briefly describe how to extend the algorithms of the last
sections to a nonlinear elliptic equation. The method can also be used for other
nonlinear problems.

Let us take the problem

(3.3.1)

du n du n~? 1 dA"- 1
dn dn r dn

un = 0 on Ti ,

f -V • (|Vu| a_2 Vu) = / in il (1< s < oo) ,
u = 0 on dil .
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This problem can be reduced to a minimization problem

(3.3.2)

where

(3.3.3)

The spaces considered here are reflexive Banach spaces, but not Hilbert spaces,
except for s = 2. As in Remark 2.5 of [39] and Remark 3.7.4 of [39], wc may
redefine the energy function and use the proposed algorithms. However, since the
solution of the nonlinear problem (3.3.1) can not be expected to be smoother than
W 0' s (a), wc can prove that there is no saddle point for Lr defined in [39] in the
continuous case. This forces us to consider the discretized problem.

As in Glowinski and Marrocco [15], Ciarlet [4, p.312], if wc replace W 0,s(il) by
a finite element space and solve the minimization (3.3.2) over it, the finite element
solution will converge to the solution of (3.3.1). Therefore, wc can concentrate on
treating the finite element problem.

Assume il has been partitioned into finite elements Th. Wc define Sh as the
nonconforming finite element space, i.e.

(3.3.4)

The inner product of Sh is

( v , w)sh (v,w)HHei) (3.3.5)
e,€Th

Wc assume $},-, i = 1,2, •• • ,m is a nonoverlapping decomposition for il and each
ili is the union of a block of elements. If wc write the function F defined in (3.3.3)
in another form:

wc see that the function F is also well defined in the finite element spaces Sh- If
wc take

with the natura! piecewise H 1inner product

(3.3.6)

the discretized problem of (3.3.1) Ccii be solved by

(3.3.7)

Wc use Algorithm 3.7.3 of [39] (with step 2 and step 3 decoupled) to get

{Find u e V such thatF{u) < F{v) , Vu cV ,

V = Wo' s {il), F{v) =- f \Vv\ B dx - f fvdxs Ju Ju

Sh = {v\ v\ t . e Pik, Vei e Th , v =0 on dil} .

t»)-- E I Wv\'-fv)dx,3 «( €T» J"

H = {v\ v eHl (£li)r\Sh, i = 1,2,." ,m}

K = Sh nH01 (il), V = H,

minP(u), XCV.
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Algorithm 3.3.1.

Step 1, Step 2 and Step 4 are the same as in Algorithm 3.2.1.
Step 3. Solve un+ 2 e in parallel in each subdomain fi*, k = 1,2, ••• ,m

from the following equation

(3.3.8)

In each subdomain, (3.3.8) is a nonlinear problem with a nonlinear boundary
condition. We can use iterative methods as in Glowinski [14] and Glowinski and
Marrocco [15] to solve it. Equation (3.3.8) comes with a preconditioner B~l .
Therefore, the convergence of the computed solution to the true solution should
be independent of the mesh sizes used. As this algorithm does not decompose
the energy function, the convergence is also independent of the number of the
subdomains.

§ 3.4. Augmented Lagrangian along the interfaces

In this section, we will reduce the solving of a partial differential equation
to a minimization problem of functions on the interfaces, and this minimization
problem fits well into the theory studied in §3 of [39]. The advantage of this
approach is that the augmented Lagrangian is done along the interfaces, which
is natura! for the matching of functions. This kind of manipulations have been
used in the literature for domain decomposition methods. In Glowinski and Le
Tallec [17], an augmented Lagrangian interpretation has been given to some of
the nonoverlapping domain decomposition, detailed convergence analysis was not
given in [17]. The method here is similar, but not identical.

In order to explain the ideas, let us consider the linear elliptic equation

(3.4.1)

(3.4.2)

(3.4.3)

We assume atJ and c satisfy (3.2.2)-(3.2.4), b(x) >0 on T2 , Ti UT2 = dil.
Moreover, there exists a constant C2 such that c{x) >c 2>om il and b(x) > oon
r2 .

For simplicity, we use notations defined in (3.2.5)-(3.2.9). We assume that il
has been decomposed into nonoverlapping subdomains ili, i = 1,2, ••• ,m. For a
function v e H, we will use 7, to denote the trace operator on dili, i.e.

(3.4.4)

rB(un+ * -un)-V.(|Vun+ 2| a - 2 Vun+ 2) = /-_?An-1 ,in ilk

53 1 Vu"+* r"2Aun+ * n* +
i=i 5ns

d(u^K-j__)
+ r ---jt =0 on o*h

onB

d d
53 53 Di(aij(x )D3 u ) + c(x )u = /(*) in aCRd ,
i=i j=i
u= 0 on Ti C dil ,

d

V] ciij{x)Djuni -f 6(x)u = g(x) on I"2 Cda .
i,j=l

7iV = the trace of u on dili .
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Wc define

(3.4.5)

Clearly, if ili and ilj are not neighboring subdomains, then Tij = 0. If wc know
the values £ of the solution of (3.4.1)-(3.4.3) on the interfaces, then the parallel
solution of

will give the value of u in each subdomain ili and these values satisfy the compat
ibility condition

(3.4.7)

Let us introduce some notations and then show that (3.4.7) can be enforced by
a minimization problem of functions on the interfaces. Define

(3.4.8)
This means each £ € 5 is the trace of a piecewise H 1function. Because there is
no matching condition, £ has two values on each Tij. It will be easy to understand
this space if wc regard rtJ and Tji as two different sets. The norm of B can be
defined as

1 m

Wc notice that the inclusion

(3.4.10)

is true for the trace spaces. Therefore, wc can use the idea of Remark 2.5 of [39].
Wc choose the weaker Hilbert space to be

(3.4.11)

As there is no matching condition for functions in H, each C, € H has two values
on the interfaces. Wc define the inner product of H as

Wc take if as the subspace of H that "glues" the function values together on the
interfaces, i.e.

Tij = dili n dilj , Vi, i.

tion of (3.4.1)-(3.4.3) on the interfaces, then the parallel

lAv — f in ili i

u= C on dili , (3.4.6)
u satisfies (3.4.2)-(3.4.3) on dil

du du „ «/Aw..
-TT- +—- =0 onTi^Ø, Vt,j.

nA an, dn^ anj

B = {C| 3u e Hl^), v\t 1 =0 such that Clafi,- = 7«t> ,i = 1,2,- • • ,m} .

i=l

H 1* CL2 C H-S

# = {CI Cli\=o, (eL2 {dili), i = 1,2,-..,m}.

m
(C,*?)h = X^C^L^an.) •i=l

if = {Cl C6H, C|r(j = Clri( , Vi,;} . (3.4.12)
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For a given C € B, wc denote by u(C) the the parallel solution of (3.4.6) and define

(3.4.13)

(3.4.14)

From the existence and uniqueness of the solution of (3.4.1)-(3.4.3), wc can easily
prove that the minimizer of (3.4.14) exists and is unique. Moreover, if 77 is the
minimizer of (3.4.14), then u(n) is the solution of (3.4.1)-(3.4.3) which satisfies the
compatibility condition (3.4.7) and 77 is the trace of the solution of (3.4.1)-(3.4.3).
Therefore, the partial differential equations (3.4.1)-(3.4.3) can be solved by the
minimization problem (3.4.14) and this minimization problem fits well into the
theory studied in §3 of [39],

With the weaker Hilbert space H, wc can define the augmented Lagrangian
function as

If wc use Algorithm 3.7.3 of [39] to search a saddle point for Lr over H xXx H,
wc will get

Algorithm 3.4.1.

Step 1. Choose initial values rj° e H and A° G H
Step 2. For n > 1, set

(3.4.15)

Solve in each subdomain in parallel the following problem

on dili\dil

(3.4.16)

Ek/ [J2l2 a*' D' u(ODMO+cu2(o)dx- f MOdx

F{o = 1 + / (.W(0 - 9u(o)ds] ,VC€ B ,JdUk nr 2 z

k + 00, (e H\B .

Wc take V = H and consider the minimization

minF(C), XCV.

r Lr :H x H x H >->R

{ Ir(C, q, fl) = F(Q +|IX - qfH +(C- 9, M)H

Pn |r« = l^-^j +'/"-I |r, i ) + 1 |r 0 +A"- I |r, j ) ,Vi,j,

and P"|r! ='?"- I |r 2 + -A"- I |r 2r

Step 3

Au n = / in ili ,

+ ru n = rpn - A"" 1
dn\
du n
-5-7- + bu n + ru n =g + rpn - An_l on dili fl T 2 ,
dn\
u n = 0 on dili OTi
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Håving solved (3.4.16), wc get the value of

(3.4.17)

Step 4. Update the multipliers and go to the next iteration

In the above algorithm, step 2 is a projection from H to K. Step 3 is to find a
minimizer 77" for (see (3.4.20))

As H does not "glue" the function value on the interfaces, problem (3.4.19) can
be solved in parallel in each subdomain as in (3.4.16).

In order to get convergence, wc will show next that F'{n) is coercive in B. For
any C € B, let ø(C) be the parallel solution of

(3.4.20)

This means that F(-) is differentiable in B and F" (77) •C is equal to the left hand
side of (3.4.20). So

(3.4.21)
afi fc nr 2

r? n |r,v = un \ Tij , Vt, j, and 77 n |r 2 = u"|r 2

An = An-I +/>n (77 n -pn ) onT2 and Tij, Vi,j = 1,2,- • • ,m. (3.4.18)

W) + dl'?"-Pn |lH + ('?"-?">*)»
2 (3.4.19)

<F{C) + n \\H + (C-p"^''~1 )H, vceF.

A<f) = 0 in ili ,

<t> = C on dili ,

<f> = 0 on Ti

Tr--- + b(f> = 0 on T 2
dnA

It is easy to see that V77, C € B

lim f_. +_) - F(n)
<—0+ (

m r f. dd
=E / (EE^^^w^^cj+euW^o-MO)^*=i Lin» ,=1 J=l

+ / (fatøWC) - ff^(C))^•/afi fc nr 2

=É/ ?_&* 

F'(rjr -772) -(771 -772)
m r - dd

53 / (_C XI fl«i^»^ ~ ri2 )Dj<f>{rii - 772) + c^2^ - 772))^
ik=i L^O* i=i >=i

+ / tø2 (*?i -m)dsJarti.rir->
m

>C X) H#?l-tt)llH»<Q*>
*=1

>C||77 1 -772|| 23
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This means is coercive in B. By (3.4.20), wc observe that if the solution u of
(3.4.1)-(3.4.3) satisfies u e H2 {il), then F'(u) e H, so assumption (F7') given in
Remark 3.7.4 of [39] is satisfied. However this is not necessary if wc consider the
discretized problem. It is easy to see that (F6') in (3.7.38) of [39] is also satisfied.
Therefore, from Theorem 3.7.2 of [39] and Remark 3.7.4 of [39], wc get

||*7 n - "Wb — 0 as n —*• 00 , (3.4.22)

(3.4.23)

This follows from (3.4.21) and Theorem 3.7.2 of [39]. As mentioned in Glowinski
and Le Tallec [16], this recovers the algorithm proposed in Lions [27].

Remark 3.4-1- Wc should be aware that this method can be extended to some
nonlinear problems that arise in minimization problems, for example, the dis
cretized strongly nonlinear problem (3.3.1). But for general elliptic nonlinear
equation (2.4.28), the use of the method is not straightforward. Generally, equa
tion (2.4.28) is not equivalent to a minimization problem like the linear selfadjoint
equations. As a result, if wc define F(l) similarly as in (3.4.13), the minimization
of (3.4.14) cannot enforce the compatibility condition (3.4.7). A possible alterna
tive is first to linearize the equation as in (2.4.44) and then naturally embed the
domain decomposition into each iteration of the linearization. Another alterna
tive is using the fact that equation (2.4.28) is equivalent to solving the following
equations

(3.4.24)

under the constraint

Wc may be able to use the augmented Lagrangian method to deal with constraint
(3.4.25) and the other constraints from the decomposition.

§ 4. Applications to overlapping domain decomposition

§4.1. Introduction

Let us consider a partial differential equation in a bounded domain il C R d . Wc
decompose il into overlapping subdomains ili, i = 1,2, •• • ,m, i.e. il = Ui^=i

m

53 H-" ~ w IIh*(0») ~» 0 as n - oo .
ifc=i

In case c{x) = 0 in il or c(x) > 0 in il, wc can only get
m

53 H V(un " u)h2 (U k ) -» oas n -H. oo
ik=

d d

y^ / ĵ Dj(djj(x, w)Dju) + c(x,w)u = f{x, w, Vw) in il ,
i=i >=i
u= 0 on Tr C dil ,

d

53 CLij{x,w)Djuni + 6(a?,ui)u = flf(x,u;) on 1^ C dil ,
i,j=l

w = u . (3.4.25)
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and for any ili, there exists at least one ilj such that ili H ilj =£ 0. With suitable
overlapping, it can be proved, see Lions [25, p.7], that

(4.1.1)

Therefore, if wc are solving a second order homogeneous Dirichlet problem, from
(4.1.1), wc can see that the overlapping domain decomposition is a decomposition
of space, which decomposes a large space into the sum of smaller spaces. As wc
have proved in §4 of [39], wc can use parallel and sequential methods for such a
decomposition .

Another observation for the overlapping domain decomposition is that

(4.1.2)

From this wc see that if wc regard H 1as a constraint set, it is the intersection of
some smaller constraint sets. Wc may use the parallel algorithms of §3 of [39] to
decompose the constraints. This possibility is still not studied.

§4.2. Equivalence of the Schwarz Alternating
method and the gauss-seidel method

First wc show that the Schwarz Alternating method, which is an overlapping
domain decomposition method, see P. L. Lions [25]- [27], is identical with the
Gauss-Seidel method.

As in P. L. Lions [25], let us consider the problem

(4.2.1)

and divide il into two overlapping of the subdomains

(4.2.2)

Wc assume that the overlapping subdomains ensures

(4.2.3)

Equation (4.2.1) is equivalent to minimizing

(4.2.4)

over Hq(Q,). If wc use the Gauss-Seidel Algorithm 4.1.1 of [39], wc will need to
minimize the following two problems

(4.2.5)

01 (a) = 1 (a 1 ) + 01 (a2 )-.- + 1 (^m).

m
ifx (ft)=n#x (fto-i=i

{—Au = / in il ,u= 0 on dil ,

il = iliUil2 .

H*{il) = Hi{ilr) + Hl(il2 )

F(v)= I (\\Vv\2 - fv)dxJa *

F(uj+1 + uj) < F(Yl + uj) , Vux <= jyJCfti) ,
F«+1 + u2n+l ) < F{ul+1 + V 2) , Vt* € Fo1^) •
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Define
(4.2.6)

Then minimization problems in (4.2.5)

(4.2.7)
We clearly see that this is the Schwarz Alternating method, which first solves an
equation in ai and then passes the Dirichlet data and solves in a2-

It is important to observe that the Schwarz Alternating method is a Gauss-
Seidel method. With this observation, we can easily extend the method to more
general linear and nonlinear problems and variational problems with general de
composition of the domain. Moreover, we can use the Jacobi method instead of
the Gauss-Seidel method to get parallel algorithms.

§ 4.3. The Gauss-Seidel overlapping domain decomposition

In this section, we extend the Schwarz Alternating method to more than two
subdomains by using the observation that it is the Gauss-Seidel method. From
the last section, we see that this method in case of two subdomains coincides with
the multiplicative overlapping domain decomposition, see Borgers [2], Widlund
[41]. In case of more than two subdomains, it seems they differ, see Dryja and
Widlund [9] and Zhang [45]. The numerical behaviour of the algorithms proposed
here still needs to be checked.

Roughly speaking, if we are solving

ueKcV (4.3.1)

with A being the differential of a convex function in a Hilbert space V, A : V  -*
V* , f e V* and if we assume V and K can be decomposed as

(4.3.2)

then, the Gauss-Seidel method needs to solve

(4.3.3)

(4.3.4)

u 2n+l = u?+1 +uj , u2n+2 = uj+1 + uj+1

i minimization problems in (4.2.5) are just to solve equations

' -Au2n+l = / in ilr , ( -Au2n+2 =/ in il2 ,

i u2n+l =0 on dil fl dai , and l u2n+2 =0 on dil n dil2 ,

< u2n+l = u2n on dilr\dil , [ u2n+2 = u2n+l on dil2 \dil .
(4

:learlv see that this is the Schwarz Alternating: method, which first solve

Au = f ,

m m
v = X>, K -*£**>i=l i=l

<+1 + <+1 + E "*) -f • u?+1 e Jf» c v, .ik<i Jb>«

In the following, wc always have Xi — Vi, Vi

Example 4-3-1- First, consider

Id d

-53 £ Di{cijDju) +cv = f in il ,
i=i ;=i
u= 0 on dil .
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If wc define
(4.3.5)

then the Gauss-Seidel method of [39] needs to solve sequentially in subdomains
ili, i = 1,2,". , m the following equations

d d

(4.3.6)

and in the memory wc only need to store the values of u?+I ,i = 1,2,." ,m, which
are

The value of u"+1 outside of ili is zero.

Example 4-3.2. The Stokes problem

(4.3.8)

(4.3.9)

with

(4.3.10)

(4.3.11)

If the subdomains overlap uniformly, it can be proved as in Lions [25, p. 12-14]
that

Therefore, if wc define u>"+1 similarly and use the Gauss-Seidel method of [39] fori nereiore, n wc aenne wi simnariy ana use xne vaauss-oeiaei memoa oi [^»j ior
(4.3.8), wc need to solve sequentially the following equations in each subdomain:

r -Au;r+l + V.pr+I =/ inn,,

divui tn+l =o in ili,

w?+1 =0 on dili H dil , (4.3.14)

w?+1 =53 <+1 +£ «2 on dili\dil .
k<i k>i

«r+1 -E«r+1 +«r+I +E«r,k<i k>i

53 £ DiidijDjW^1 ) + cw?* 1 = / in ili ,
i=l 3=l

ui tn+l =0 on dili fl dil ,
w?+1 =53 <+1 +£< on dili\dilk<i k>i

«r+1 = <+1 - 5>J+1 - _>Z inn.. (4.3.7)k<i k>i

r -Au + V-p = / ina,

< div u= 0 in il ,
u= 0 on dilv.

is equivalent to solving
min F(v)

F{v) = J{\\Vv\2 -fv)dx,
V = {v\ ve H£(il), div v=o in il}

For each subdomain ili, wc define

Vi = {v\ ve Hl(ili), div v=o in il { } . (4.3.12)

m

V = 53 Vi. (4.3.13)
i=i
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After solving (4.3.14), set

(4.3.15)

and store its value in the computer.

Example 4-3-3. For the strongly nonlinear equation

(4.3.16)

the Gauss-Seidel method needs to solve the following problem sequentially in each
subdomain ili, i = 1, 2, ••• , m:

(4.3.17)

By Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, and Remark 4.1.2 of [39], all the above schemes
are convergent with corresponding error estimates.

§ 4.4. The Jacobi overlapping domain decomposition

In this section, we apply the Jacobi method of [39] to the overlapping domain
decomposition. The method is different from the parallel additive overlapping
domain decomposition, see Widlund [42], Dryja and Widlund [10], [11] and Zhang
[45].

The difference between the Gauss-Seidel method and the Jacobi method is

that the first one is sequential and the latter one is parallel. When using them for
partial differential equations, with the introduction of w* , the difference appears
only in the boundary conditions. Let us state the Jacobi method for the problems
considered in the last section without going into the details. In the algorithms, we
use the notations

m
n

U? , VnU

(4.4.1)

Algorithm 4.4.1. (Jacobi method for the linear elliptic problem).

Step 1. Choose initial guesses uj e H^ili) and the relaxation parameters ai, i =

u?+1 = <+1 - £«2+1 - 5>J in O,Jk<i k>i

f-V • (|Vu| s ~ 2 Vu) = / in il (1< s < oo) ,
u= 0 on da ,

'-V (|Vu;tn+l | s - 2 Vu;tn+l ) = / in ili ,

w? +1 = 0 on dili H dil ,

vi,n+l =53 <+1 +£ u k on dili\dil .
V ik<i ik>i

After the solving, set the value of u"+1 € H](ili) as in (4.3.15).

i=l
m

vi,- = > «J: +u x 2= u —Ui-r viu i 2 , vi, n
ik=l,Jk#i

1,2,... , m such that Yl7=i a* — **
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Step 2. For n> 1, solve in parallel for i = 1,2, ••• ,m in each subdomain ili the
following problem

d d

(4.4.2)
m

Step 3. Set

(4.4.3)

and go to the next iteration.

Algorithm 4.4.2. (Jacobi method for the Stokes problem).
Step 1. Choose initial guesses uj e JJq (a,) and the relaxation parameters ai, i =

1,2,." ,m such that Yll=i a « — 1-
Step 2. For n > 1, solve in parallel for i = 1,2, •• • ,m in each subdomain ili the

following problem

(4.4.4)

Step 3. Set

and go to the next iteration.

Algorithm 4.4.3. (Jacobi method for the strongly nonlinear equation).

Step 1. Choose initial guesses uj 6 Hg {ili) and the relaxation parameters ai, i =
1,2,". ,77i such that 53,_.j Ci — !•

Step 2. For n > 1, solve in parallel for i = 1,2, • • • ,m in each subdomain ili the
following problem

(4.4.6)

Step 3. Set

and go to the next iteration.

t=l 3=l

w?* 1 =0 on dil n dtti ,

vi,n+l = 53 u2=un on dili\dil
k=l,k^i

u?+1 =u? + ai(ui tn+l - u n ) in ili and u?+1 =0 in il\ili ,

sojve in paraiiei ior i = i, z, • • • , m m ea<
oblem

'-Au),n+l + V.pf+I =/ in ili,

divuitn+l =o in ili,

w^+1 =0 on dil H dili

_7+l =u? + a^w?* 1 - u n ) in ili and u?+1 =0 in il\il{ , (4.4.5)

olve m parallel lor i = i, z, • • • , m in eac.
iblem

'-V (|Vui,n+l | a -2 Vui tn+l ) = / in ili ,

i w?+1 = 0 on dili D dil ,

k iy,n+l =un on dtti\da .

u?+1 =u? + ai{w?+1 - u n ) in ili and u?+1 =0 in il\ili , (4.4.7)
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By Theorems 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, and Remark 4.1.2 of [39], the sequence {un }
produced by the Jacobi method is convergent.

It is novel to observe the relationship between the Jacobi method and the paral
lel overlapping domain decomposition method. By using the Jacobi method or the
Gauss-Seidel method, wc can get the same or similar algorithms that have been
proposed in the literature. For example, in Lv et al. [33], the following problem
was considered

d{u,v -u)>{f,v-u)v , VveKcV. (4.4.8)

Above, d{-, •) is symmetric, bilinear and elliptic in a Hilbert space V. If assump
tions (Sl)-(S3) are valid and wc use the Jacobi method for this problem, wc need
to solve the following problems in parallel for i = 1,2, • • • , m

(4.4.9)

and then set

(4.4.10)

This is the same algorithm as in Lv et al. [33]. In [33], the convergence of the
above scheme was proved for the continuous and for the discrete case under the
condition that Yyi=r a i ~l* c!omain reduction method of Douglas [5] and
the domain decomposition methods of Lv et al. [29], [32] are also related to the
Jacobi method.

Remarks 4-4- i- Wc can also apply the Gauss-Seidel method and the Jacobi method
to equations with general boundary conditions.

§ 5. Conclusions and discussion
1. In order to ensure the convergence of the algorithms, wc have always assumed
that the functions are convex, but the idea of transforming a minimization problem

(5.1)

into a minimization over a diagonal subspace

(5.2)

can be used for certain other minimization problems where the functions and
constraint sets are not convex, for example, for the inverse problems.

In order to solve an inverse problem, a widely used method is the output-least
squares method, i.e. minimizing the output error in the entire domain. If wc
decompose the domain into nonoverlapping subdomains, the output error in the
whole domain is equal to the sum of the output errors in the subdomains. So wc are
facing a minimization problem (5.1), which is not a convex programming. However,
by turning (5.1) into (5.2), wc can get a convergent algorithm, see Kunisch and
Tai [23].

d{u" 2 -u? + u n ,Vi -u" 2 )>{f,vi-u" 2 ) v , VvieKi,

U-+1 =u? + at (u"+^ - u?)

m m
min^F^), K=f]KiC VI=l I=l

m
min Y]Fi{vi)
V{ = V *— x
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2. To solve a partial differential equation is often to minimize an energy func
tion, but there are some equations which are not directiy related to minimization
problems. The non-selfadjoint linear elliptic equations and the general nonlinear
elliptic equation (2.4.28) are such examples. To extend the methods studied here
to these problems, we may need to consider their dual problems or use other ways
as in Cai [3], Ku [43], and Kuznetsov [24].

3. To solve the nonlinear problem

(5.3)

by an overlapping or a nonoverlapping domain decomposition method, wc need to
solve in parallel in each subdomain a nonlinear problem like (5.3), see (3.3.8) for
an example. For (3.3.8) in each subdomain, wc can use the augmented Lagrangian
method as in Glowinski and Marrocco [15] to solve it. But wc can also start from
another point. Wc consider a more general minimization

and extend the results studied in §3 of [39] to it. Wc will get some algorithms which
naturally combine the domain decomposition and the augmented Lagrangian meth
ods.

4. Motivated by the application of the parallel function decomposition methods,
wc have up to now assumed that Fi is differentiable and locally uniformly convex.
In order to use these parallel methods for more general variational problems, wc
may need to relax this assumption by only assuming that

(5.4)

and that F? is differentiable and locally uniformly convex, and F* is only convex.
Wc can observe that the function decomposition (2.4.35) in fact belongs to this
class if wc take

F9— F- (5.5)

(5.6)

where Ff is differentiable and Ff is coercive, F* is convex, but F} is not coercive.
Using a Jacobi method for this decomposition, wc get a parallel splitting method.
Using the Gauss-Seidel method, wc get the local one dimensional method.
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m

min J2(Fi{Biv) -r Gi{v)), XCV
i=i
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n- E F«-
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